
Dance Movements
Show 7 fingers
Put the palms of both hands together, lean your head to 
one side and rest it on your joined hands
Raise your hands over your head, turned inward with 
palms facing down, and wiggle your fingers as if playing 
the piano
As if filming with an old camera, one hand turns the crank
while the other holds the camera
Take photos like a paparazzi
Show two thumbs up
Draw a large rectangle in the air with both index fingers
One hand, palm up, holds a magazine while the other 
turns the pages
With an enormous, self-satisfied smile, point to your chest 
with both thumbs
Keep smiling, and throw your arms out wide to the sides
Smiling even more, like a supercool movie star, point to 
one side with both index fingers (one arm fully extended).
Show 7 fingers
With the palms of your hands, smooth back your movie 
star hair
Make the “money sign”: palms up, rub your index and 
middle fingers against your thumbs
Show us your fabulous physique: turn halfway to one side
with hands at shoulder level and palms up, then bring 
them slowly down to hip level
Point to your chest with both thumbs
Throw your arms out energetically to the sides
Grab an enormous rudder (above and in front of your 
head) and turn it from side to side

Song Lyrics

Seven in the morning
Sleeping in my bed

Dreaming I’m a star

On a movie set

All the paparazzi
The papers say I’m good
I’m on movie screens
In magazines

I’m Mr. Hollywood

Yes, I’m famous
And I’m cool

And I’ve got seven cars
I’m handsome,

rich,

fabulous

I’m a
movie star!
On a yacht
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Extend your arms like airplane wings
Play the harp (the national symbol of Ireland): starting 
with your arms extended in front of you & palms facing 
each other, bring one hand towards you, then the other, 
while you “play the harp” with your fingers
Play a hand drum with both hands (Senegal is famous for
having some of Africa’s finest drummers)
Hold up one index finger
While still extending index finger, point down and sweep 
your hand dramatically from one side to the other (to 
show the Walk of Fame
Point to your chest with both thumbs
Throw your arms out energetically to the sides

Song Lyrics

Or on a plane
To Dublin or

Dakar

Number one
On the Walk of Fame

I’m a
Movie Star!
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